We present an efficient and numerically reliable approach to compute the zeros of a periodic system. The zeros are defined in terms of the transfer-function matrix corresponding t o an equivalent lifted statespace representatioii as constant system. The proposed met.hod performs locally row compressions of the assciated system pencil to extract a low order pencil which contains the zeros (both finite and infinite) as well as the Kronecker structure of the periodic system. The proposed algorithm belongs to the family of fast, structure exploiting algorithms and relies exclusively on using ort,hogonal transformations. For the overall zeros computation a certain form of numerical stability can be ensured.
Introduction
Among the iniportant open computational problems listed in a recent survey [23] , the computation of zeros of the transfer-funct.ion matrix of a periodic s y c ten1 is one which has many useful applications. Besides characterizing when the systern is minimum-phase or not, the zeros provide information on several structural properties of a system. A general, efficient and numerically reliable algorithm t o compute the zeros of a periodic system can be seen as a universal tool for the analysis of periodic systems. For instance, reachabilit.y/stabilizabilit,y and observability/detectability can be easily studied by computing t,he zeros of particular periodic systems without outputs or inputs, respectively. Even t.he poles of a periodic system can be seen as a particular type of zeros for a system with no inputs and no outputs. A recent. algorithm using this to evaluate the transfer-function matrix of a periodic system [22] , relies on the computation of poles and zeros of particular single-input singleoutput periodic system.
IVe consider the periodic timevarying system of the The definition of zeros of a periodic system can be introduced starting from any of the timeinvariant lifted reformulations [4, lo]. ' These zeros have a nice interpretation in ternis of periodic blocking property of exponentially periodic input signals 121. In this paper we use the 1ift.ing approach proposed by Meyer and Burrus in [15] as basis for the definition of zeros. However, the computation of zeros using this lifted reformulation by using standard methods (e.g., as t,hose proposed in
, involves forming products of up to K matrices.
Apart from being computationally expensive, the explicit computation of the lifted reformulation can lead to severe numerical difficulties. A second lifting a p proach appears in the works of several authors [17, 7, 121 and leads to a large order standard system representation with sparse and highly structured matrices. While the direct application of the numerically stable method of [16] is certainly possible, the comput.ational complexity for large order systems is very high. Assuming constant dimensions n, = n, such an algorit.hm has a com-
instead of an expected complexity of 0 ( K n 3 ) for a satisfactory algorithm 1231.
Although the lifting techniques are useful for their t.heoretical insight, their sparsity and structure may not be suited for numerical computations. This is why, in parallel to the theoretical developments, numerical methods have been developed that try to exploit this structure. The purpose of this paper is to propose a numerical approach to compute the zeros of the tmnsfer-function mat% (TFM) of the periodic system (1) which meets the requirements of generality, speed and accuracy for a good numerical algorithm for periodic systems as formulat,ed in 1231. This goal is mainly achieved by exploiting the sparse structure of the a c sociated system pencil by performing locally row compressions to extract a low order pencil (of order about n = maxi{ni}) which contains the zeros (both finite and infinite) as well as the Kronecker structure of the periodic system. For this pencil, standard methods can be employed to determine the zeros and t.he Kronecker structure (e.g., [16] ). The new algorithm belongs to the family of fast, structure exploiting algorithms and relies exclusively on using orthogonal transformations. This is why, for t,he overall zeros computation a certain form of numerical stability can be ensured.
Notation. For a K-periodic matrix Xi we use alternatively the script notation
Xk :=diag(Xt,Xt+l ,... , X~+ K -I ) , which associates the black-diagonal matrix X, to the cyclic matrix sequence Xi, i = k , . . . , k+K-l starting at t,ime moment k. We reserve the script notation X (i.e., without subscript) for X = XI. By using the script nrr tation, the periodic system (1) will be alternatively de- 
Zeros and poles of periodic systems
To define the zeros and poles of the periodic system (l), we define first t.he tmnsfer-function mat% (TFM) corresponding to the associated lifted system introduced in [15] . This lifting technique uses the input-output behavior of the system over time intervals of length K , rather then 1. For a given sampling time k, the corresponding mK-dimensional input aiid pK-dimensional out.put vectors are
u T ( l i + h K + K -1 ) l T , yk(h) = [ y T ( k + h K ) . . . y T ( k + h K + K -I ) I T
and an nr-dimensional state vector is defined as
The lifted sg-stem has the form where with Lt,i.j = C k + , -i m , ( k + i -l , k + j ) B t + j -~.
The system (2) is called the standard lifted system a t time k of the given K-periodic system (1). The associated TFM Wt(z) is
and depends on t,he sampling time k. Obviously lV/+K(z) = CVf(z) and the TFMs at t\\so successive values of k are related by the following relat,ion [IO] To define the zeros and poles of a periodic system we assume in what follows that the given periodic syst,em (1) is minimal (i.e., completely reachable aiid completely observable). It follows (see e.g., [ 2 ] ) that the lifted system (2) is minimal too and the converse is also true. Definition 1. The zeros of the periodic system (Ac,Bc,Ct,Dk) are the invariant zeros (see [14]) of the associated lifted system (2) or, equivalently, the t.ransmission zeros of the associated TFhl Wk(z) (3). The invariant zeros of the Izfted system ( 2 ) are the Smith-zeros of the associated system pencil
Using this pencil, we can extend the standard definitions of zeros at infinity, as well as of the system pencil Kronecker structure [I61 to periodic systems. However, since the pencil (4) involves forming of matrix products, this pencil is certainly not suited for the reliable nun~erical computation of zeros. We will use instead a more convenient representation, the so-called stacked lzfted representatzon 1121, which is a time-invariant descriptor system representation of the form
:
The relation of these matrices with those of the &an-dard lifted system is explained by the following lemma, u41ich is easily proven by standard elimination. (6) .
Computational a p p r o a c h
In this section we propose an efficient computational approach to determine the zeros at k = 1 of bhe standard lifted system (2) . The zeros for other time moments k = 2 , . . . , K can be similarly computed by just permuring the order of the underlying matrices. To simplify the notation for the case k = I, we drop in what follows the index used for the sampling time in the lifted system matrices. Before starting our developments, we discuss shortly possible approaches relying on existing algorithms for standard systems.
A straightforward approach to compute the zeros of the p K x mK TFM W ( z ) is to apply the algorithm of [6] to the system matrix (4) and to extract additional information on zeros and Kronecker structure using the results of 1191. However, because the construction of the standard lifted system involves matrix multiplications, this approach is certainly not recommendable for numerical computations. To avoid matrix multiplications, we can employ the general approach of [I61 to the stacked lifted system and compute the system zeros as the invariant zeros of the system matrix (7). This approach is numerically reliable because it relies exclusively on using orthogonal transformations. But since it ignores the structure of the problem, the computational complexity of this approach is too high. [13] and is equivalent to the "swapping" technique described in (11. The extension of this algorithm to the timevarying case is relatively straightforward and is a particular case of the approach proposed in this paper. In what follows we show bow this idea can be applied to deflate a part of the system pencil (7) which corresponds to E,"=, ni simple eigenvalues at infinity.
Since the multiplicity of eigenvalues are by definition in excess one with respect to the multiplicity of infinite zeros, this deflation will not affect the computation of both finite and infinite zeros.
Consider instead Ss(z) in (i), an equivalent pencil S ( z ) with permuted block rows and columns To compute the finit,e zeros and Kronecker structure of the periodic system, we thus apply to the resulting lower order subpencils a general algorithm t,o c0mput.e the eigenvalues and the Kronecker structure of a system matrix of a particular descriptor system [16] .
The proposed algorithm to compute zeros can be applied to comput,e the poles as xell by defining
In a similar way, with
nr the zeros algorithm can be used to compute t,he input decoupling and output decoupling zeros, respect.ively
[W
The zeros algorithm can be extended without any modificat.ion to compute the zeros of a periodic descriptor system
where Ek 6 R n k + l x n * + * and is possibly non-singular.
In this case the building blocks of the system pencil (8) For the descriptor case. the resulting algorithm for computation of poles generalizes the procedure of 1201 to the case of time-varying state dimensions.
Algorithmic aspects
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The reduct.ion of S(z) can he done by computing successively K-1 rank revealing QRdecompositions (with column pivoting) of (U; + n;+l + 2p) x (n;+l + m) matrices (U; > n;) and applying the transformation to two subblocks of dimensions (U, + n;+l + Zp) x ni+l) and (v,+n;+,+Zp) x (ni+z+m). Assuming constant dimensions ni = n, p 5 m and generic ranks (i.e., v; = n;), the reduction step has a computational complexity of
Since the last step, the computation of zeros of the reduced pencil, has a comp1euit.y of O((n, +p)(n, +m)n), it follows t.hnt, t,hn overall computational complexity of the proposed approach corresponds to what is expected for a satisfactory algorithm for periodic systems. In fact, when this approach is employed to compute the poles, it is even more efficient than the standard algorithm based on the periodic real Schur form 131. This is why, the proposed algorithm belong to the family of fast algorithms 1201, being more efficient than an algorithm based on eigenvalue computat.ion (if this is applicable, as for example, in the case of invertible D).
Since both the reduction step and the subsequent, zeros comput.ation step, are based exclusively on orthogonal transformations, tile proposed algorithm to compute zeros is backward stable, and thus the computed zeros are exact for a slightly perturbed system pencil. However, since t,he structure of the perturbed pencil is not preserved in the reduction, we can not say that the computed zeros are exact, for a slightly perturbed original system. In spite of this aeaker type of st,ability, t.he proposed algorit,hm is the first numerically reliable procedure able to compute zeros of a periodic sj-stem with an acceptable comput,ational effort. This system has no input or output decoupling zeros, thus is minimal (i.e., reachable and observable). The system has a pole a t p = 0.25 and a zero at p = m. 6 
Conclusion
In this paper we presented a numerically backward stable algorithm to compute the generalized eigenstructure of a stacked system matrix of a periodic system. This algorithm can be applied to find the zeros, poles and decoupling zeros of the system matrix and the left and right null space structures of the corresponding lifted transfer function. The algorithm exploits the block cyclic structure of the pencil to yield a complexity a-hich is linear in the period K and cubic in the dimension n = maXln, of the blocks. The method also works for matrices of varying dimension and can easily be extended to handle periodic systems in generalized state space form.
